
THE CANADA FARMER.

Farm Weightsand Measures.
AT the request of a correspondent, we subjoin th,

rules rbr measuring various agricultural commodi-
ties iu the bulk, aso for measuring land, and the
stauard weights !of the principal grains, &c. The
informatio thus condensed may have appeared at
different times in former numbers of this journal,
but. mA our correspondent suggests, it will be con-
veulent for many farmers to have it collected in a
couvensent form for reference. With regard to some
of the matters, no infallible rule can be given, and
much la necessarily left to the judgment. In such
cases as astimating the weight of cattle by measure-
ment, fur instance, the results are not always correct,
and it ls by the practised eye and experienced judg-
ment, rather than by any arithmetical calculation,
that the most successful drovers and butchers form
their opinions and regulate their operations.

TO UMUÂSUBELAKD.

To and the area of a square or oblong piece of
land, measure the length and breadth in rods (164 ft.);
multiply the two together, and divide the product by'
160, wich will give the number of acres in the lot.
If the shape of the land be triangular, with one
corner square, ta use a common expression, procred
as albove, and take one-half the produet as the area
of tbe triangle. ln measµring irregular fields, di-
vide thé space into parailelograms and triangles,
ascertain te area of each, and the sum of the whole
will give the total area.

The following rules also embrace a large number
of the cases requiring surface or land measure.

ToMJ.Ae area af a triangle.-Multiply the base 1
by haf the altitude, and the product willbe th area.
By thé altitude lmeantaline from one
angle drawn a diculartothe oppo-
sitegd.es .

2,e$nd iarea af parallogram.-(A four-sided
figare wth oppolite sides parallel.)-Multiply the
base by the altitude, and the product will be the
area. B7 the altitude, in this instance, is meant the
perpendicular distance bsetween any two oppositte
aides.
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To find the 'r'a of a traperzi·.-fA
fonr-sided figure with only two sides
par-allel).-.Multiply half ibla somlof
the parallel sides by the altitude, nm-
the >roduct is the area.

To find the area of a Trapezim .- (A.
four-sidel figure which bas no two sides
parallel.)-Divide the trapezium into
two triangles by a diagonal, or line
drawn between two opposite angles,
then finIt the areas of these riangles;
the sum will be the area of the tra-
pezium.

The following table, clippe1 from the Newo England1
Farmer, will be found very convenient for ascertain-
ing the area of small square or oblong plots of land.

The larger figures on the margin and diagonal, repre-
sent the measurement in feet, as taken oa the ground.
The area given in smaller figures is expressed in
square rods by the upper number, and in acres by
the lower number.

Tiere are two tables given below, having no con-
nection with ach other, except that the darker figures
in the lower are in continuation of those in the upper
at corresponding intervals. In the first table the
width of the piece of land, expressed in feet, must*be
looked for in the diagonal row of darker figures, the
lengthi in the horizontal row of darker figures at the
top. In the second table the width must be looked
for in the diagonal row of darker figures, and the
length in the vertical column of darker figures et the
left. The area will be found below the one and
opposite the other.

To illustrate the use of the table:-Suppose we
wish te know the contents ln rods and in acres of a
piece of land 140 feet long by eighty feet wide. We
look i-1 the upper table for 140 in the top row of
dark f ares, and find it a the top of the last.column
but one. Following that column down opposite to
80 in the upper diagonal row of dark figures, and
we lind it containe 41.14 square rods, or .2571 acres.,
Suppose we have another piecejust twice as long and
twice as wide; we look i the lower table for the
leng th. fcet, in the vertical column of dark figures,
and for the width, 160 feet, in the lower diagonal
row, and find theinat the head of the second column;
thon following that column down opposite 280, we
find the area to be 104.55 rods, or 1.065 acres.
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TO MEASURE HAY IX TE STACK OR MOW.

If it be a square or oblong stack, with a pitched
roor, measure the height in feet from the base to the
caves, add to this half the height from the caves to
the ridge, to find the menheight.; multiply the height
by the breadth, and the product by the length.
Divide the gross product by 27, and the quotient
will be the number of eublc yards in the stack. The
estimate of the total weight must depend upon the
supposed weight of a eubic yard; this will neces-
sarily vary according to the time allowed for the,
stack to settle. In an old stack the hay is much
more compact than in one recently built. A pretty
correct estimate will be gained by allowing 851bs. to
the cubie yard in the new stack, and 1001bs. in one
that has stood a few monthse, and 1121bs. If it has
stood more thau a year. To ascertain the weight of
hay in the stack, multiply the number of cubiê yagda
by thse number of pounds allowed, and thse pred4ct
wbil givo the contents of th estack in pounds; dinde
by 2,000, and the quotient will give the number of
tons. To ascertain the weight of bay in a round
stack with a conical top, lnd ute height to the caves,
and add one-third of the remainder to obtain the
mean height of the whole. Mesure the girth; square
this dimension (that 18, multiply it by itself), and mul-
tiply the product by the decimal •0795. This will
give the area of tie base. Multiply the area by the
men ieight, and the productwill be the contents of
the stack, in cubic feet, divide by twenty-seven and
we obtain the number of cubio yards. Multiply this
as before, by the number of pounds allowed te the
yard, and the product will give the gross weight in
pounds. To estimate the contents of a mow where
the top surface of the hay is level, the process l the
same as with the square stack, or rick, omitting the
allowance for the loping roof.

TO MEASLRE GRAIN IN TUE BIN.
Multiply the length by the width, and theirproduct

by the heght in inches; divide by 2,150 (the numbet
of square tnches in a bushel), and the product will
give the number of bushels ln the bin.

TO MEASURE COIN IN TE CRIB.
Measure the length, width, and depth of the crib

in feet; multiply these three dimensions together,
and the product by 4; cut off the last right hand
figure: th-ose te the lcft express the number of bushels
of unshelled corn. If measured In inches multiply
the three dimensions toether, and divide the pro-
duct by 4,300; the quotient will be the number of
bushels.

TO KEASURE ROoTM IN THE PIT OR ROOT-HOUSE.
To estimate the quantity of potatoes, turnips. or

other root ina pit, or bin, or root-house, ascertain
the cubic dimensions, elther in inches or feet, as in
the case e mof smmlgrain or corn, making allowance
for the slope of the ridge by messuring only half the
height, orm naouo of it as would be required to level
the top and have a solid cubieoheap:
Of the amount estimated as for smail.
grain take three-quarters, which will 1 .---

give the quantity of roots; or if meas- 1
ured in feet according te the ruie for
corn in the crib, add one-half the
amount, and the sum will be the
quantity of roots. Thus a space that would hold
twenty buusels of corn in the ear, would hold thirty
bushels of roots, and forty of grain.

TO ESTIMATE THE WUIGHT OF CATTLE BY MEASUREMENT.
In making use of the following rules, the regularity

of the shape and the condition of the animal maust
be taken into account. A deduction must be mado
if the fiankl a poor, and somethin over may b
allowed in the case of very fat cattie. The mode
prescribed wil be miore readily understood by the
aid of the accompanying figure:

Meggre, with a tape ine, from the top of the
siouldw c, t o the taithead e, and mark for the
length; then measure round the body atf, immedi-
ately behind the shoulder, and markthlsforthe girth.
Mutp''the square of the grth nin ches by theitle
in inches, and div'de the product by 7.344, and tie
uotient isthe weigh tin imperialstoueseightpounds.

ar, areticgirth infee, and mulily it by tfhe
lé ngthin feet; multipl again by the decimal .238,
sudthe sum is the sltlinImperlal tones.
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